The aim of this paper is to assess the accuracy and reliability of a simple non-destructive sonic technique for evaluating the effective elastic and vibration properties (damping coefficient) of various isotropic and orthotropic materials-in particular, of a recently developed class of 3D fiber-metal laminates (FML). Aluminum, E-glass/epoxy composite, 3D-FML, and glass-reinforced aluminum FML (GLARE) materials were considered. It is exhibited that the 3D-FML offers the greatest damping characteristics in comparison to all the considered materials. Moreover, the sonic technique, facilitated through the use of a GrindoSonic equipment, proves to produce accurate and reliable results with minimal effort. Finite element analysis is also employed to further establish the accuracy of the properties evaluated by the experimental data. The utility of the established homogenized experimental properties within the finite element framework is also discussed.
Introduction
Fiber reinforced composite materials (i.e., axial particulates embedded in fitting matrices), are commended for their remarkable specific strength and stiffness and non-corrosive nature. Therefore, they are widely used in a variety of applications in construction [1] , aerospace [2] , automotive [3] , sporting and consumer goods [4] , and in medical and dental applications, with either net [5] or long [6] fibers. However, the hereinabove mentioned properties are not the only beneficial properties of this class of material; they also exhibit excellent vibration damping characteristics compared to bulk metals amongst many other positive attributes.
Vibration analysis of composite materials, either in the configuration of laminates or sandwich, have long been the focus of a great number of analytical, numerical, and experimental research. From the perspective of dynamic response analysis, in the early 1970s, Noor [7] highlighted limitations of the available analytical models for the evaluation of low frequency vibration of simply supported thick composite beams. Since then, several investigators have expended efforts in developing analytical models for accurate evaluation of the natural frequency of composites [8] [9] [10] . For instance, Kant and Swaminathan [11] developed a higher-order theory for free vibration analysis of sandwich plates, accounting for the through-thickness shear and strain/stress effects, thus, leading to more accurate modeling of the cross sections warping. Tu et al. [12] developed a finite element formulation for a nine-node rectangular element accounting for the rotary inertia effects and the parabolic variation of the through-thickness shear. They conducted various parametric studies to demonstrate the effectiveness of the method in predicting the vibration response of composite and sandwich plates. For more insight into the analytical and numerical methods available for free vibration analysis of composite materials, the reader is referred to a comprehensive literature review presented by Sayyad and Ghugal [13] .
Enhancing the dynamic damping properties of laminated composite and sandwich structural elements has also been vigorously investigated by several researchers. The use of nanoparticles, naturally damped materials, and external damping sources have been identified as the most common and effective enhancement methods. For instance, the benefits of including a small amount of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) has been investigated by various researchers [14, 15] . Khan et al. [16] demonstrated experimentally that an increase in the damping ratio of carbon-reinforced composite polymers could be attained by addition of CNTs, and that a higher particle content leads to higher damping values. They also highlighted the fact that the improvement of their composite's performance in its totality was mainly due to the improvement of the damping properties of composite's matrix. DeValve and Pitchumani [17] gave further insight into the damping effect of CNTs inclusion in a matrix by modeling the particles/matrix interaction. It was reported that the addition of 1-2 wt % of particles led to a 40-60% improvement in damping property. Damping enhancement at low frequencies can also be controlled by using piezoelectric patches, as well as by taking advantage of the viscoelastic properties of materials for enhancing material damping at the higher vibration frequencies. Araújo et al. [18] successfully carried out numerical simulations by using ABAQUS finite element software to demonstrate the effectiveness of the mentioned approach. On the other hand, Trindade et al. [19] developed an analytical model, which was linked into a finite element code, to account for the effect of damping gained using piezoelectric patches, as well as accounting for the viscoelastic response of the host material.
The use of inherently damped natural materials as an effective means for improving damping characteristics of various structural components has also been demonstrated by various researchers. For instance, Sargianis et al. [20] reported a 100% increase in the structural damping ratio of a sandwich beam formed by using balsa wood as its core and natural fibers forming the facial laminated layers. The same researchers attained further improvements in damping response (as great as 233%) by incorporating Rohacell ® 51 WF synthetic core instead of the balsa core in the mentioned sandwich composite. It should be noted that the mentioned enhancement was accomplished with a marginal loss in the overall flexural rigidity of the sandwich composites compared to the sandwich beams with glass laminates as face sheets and synthetic core. Prabhakaran et al. [21] also reported improvements in the structural damping property of a laminate fiber-reinforced epoxy composite when flex fibers were used instead of glass fibers. The investigators reported an improvement in the acoustic damping properties of the composite, an attribute that plays an important role in some application, such as vehicles' shell. Other investigators have also discussed about the existing link between the structural and acoustic damping ratios [22, 23] .
The 3D fiber-metal laminate (3D-FML) developed by our research group falls into the category of materials that are considered as suitable candidates in forming vehicles' panels, mainly due to its excellent crashworthiness properties [24, 25] , as well as its favorable vibration characteristics that will be introduced in this article. Specifically, the damping characteristics of this recently developed FML will be investigated and will be compared to that of glass-reinforced aluminum (GLARE), the most widely used FML.
It should be noted that accurate evaluation of vibration characteristics of materials can be a time-consuming task, requiring a certain degree of expertise. Various investigators have used impulse excitation technique for establishing materials damping response. For instance, Cheraghi et al. [26] used piezoelectric sensors to record vibration response of Polyvinyl chloride (PVC) pipes and evaluated the material's damping coefficient. The investigators discussed the utility of various methods that could be used to extract the damping coefficient from the vibration data. The logarithmic decrement analysis, the Hilbert transform analysis, the Hilbert-Huang spectral analysis, and the Empirical Mode decomposition method were the methods investigated by Cheraghi et al. Naghipour et al. [27] proposed a modification of the half-power bandwidth method to account for the high damping effect. They investigated damping response of glue-laminated beams (glulam) reinforced with fiberglass/epoxy composite interlayers. The results of the experimental tests showed that their proposed modifications could produce improved values compared to three methods that are conventionally used to obtain damping coefficient of materials. Therefore, we will also examine the utility of the above-mentioned acoustic method for evaluating the vibration and damping response of materials.
Moreover, elastic properties of a material could also be obtained from vibration data and analysis. The applicability of the dynamic excitation technique for characterization of elastic properties of composites was demonstrated by Viens and Johnson [28] in the NASA technical memorandum 104629. The authors of that report used the GrindoSonic testing equipment [29] to obtain the elastic modulus of composite beams and showed that adequate agreement compared to the reference measurements (i.e., ±5% with respect to the average value) could be obtained. Zou et al. [30] used the same equipment to obtain the natural frequency of glue-laminated timber beams and evaluated the material's equivalent modulus of elasticity, demonstrating the reliability of the method. Similar to the vibration technique, Droz et al. [31] also used a guided wave-based method to obtain both the tensile and shear moduli of sandwich panels. Transition bandwidth and Hilbert transform were used for processing the data. They also proposed a set of procedures to speed up post-processing of the data. It is worth mentioning that various non-destructive techniques have been used for detecting damage in fiber reinforced composites in various fields [32] .
In summary, the excellent vibration properties of composites make them a material of choice in applications where both vibration and weight are the design constraints. A prominent example of such an application is outer-body automobile parts, where they are subjected to various types of loading and vibration. In addition, today, fuel economy and safety standards are additional constraints that vehicles designers are challenged with. An attempt to overcome such challenges led to the development of a truly three-dimensional fiber-metal laminate (3D-FML) introduced in this article. This FML consists of 3D fiberglass fabric (3D-FGF), which has several hollow cavities through its thickness, which could be filled with a foam for added stiffness. This stiff and highly damped composite is sandwiched between thin sheets of a magnesium alloy. This hybrid composite system offers an excellent response under both static and low-velocity impact loadings [24, 25, 33, 34] . However, its vibration characteristics have not been explored yet, especially how its vibration properties differ compared to the conventionally used FML, GLARE [35] , as well as other light-weight materials such as aluminum and fiberglass-reinforced epoxy.
Therefore, this paper presents the viability and reliability of a simple acoustic technique, facilitated through the GrindoSonic equipment, for establishing elastic and vibration properties of various isotropic and orthotropic materials, including the complex hybrid composite fiber-metal laminates briefly introduced above.
Materials and Methods

Materials
The 6061-T6 aluminum was obtained from a local vendor, while the 0.5 mm thick AZ31B-H24 magnesium alloy sheets were acquired from MetalMart International (Commerce, CA, USA). The three-dimensional fabric was obtained from China Beihai Fiberglass Co. (Jiujiang City, Jiangxi, China) and the unidirectional fabric from Vectorply (Phenix City, AL, USA). The epoxy resin, composed of two parts (i.e., bisphenol-A-based Araldite LY 1564 resin and Aradur 2954 (cycloaliphatic polyamine) hardener), was obtained from Huntsman Co. (West Point, GA, USA). A two-part, 8-lb density urethane foam was supplied by US Composites (West Palm Beach, FL, USA). Finally, the GLARE specimens were provided to us by Professor Laliberté of Carlton University (Ottawa, ON, Canada).
Specimen Manufacturing
The 3D-FML and fiber-reinforced plastic (FRP) panels were fabricated in situ. Three beam-shape specimens were extracted from each material type. The specimens were 200 mm long, with width of 20 mm, while their thickness would vary based on the material type.
The acquired GLARE panels had a thickness of 1.4 mm. Aluminum specimens were machined to the dimensions from a 3.64 mm-thick 6061-T6 aluminum panel. The FRP specimens were extracted from a panel consisting of 12 layers of unidirectional fiberglass fabric with a layup configuration of (0/0/90/0/90/0) s , resulting in a total thickness of 4.8 mm. The panel was fabricated using the resin infusion technique, so as to ensure uniform resin content. After the infusion process, the panel was kept under vacuum and cured at 60 • C for two hours, then at 120 • C for eight hours.
The 3D-FML were fabricated following the procedure described in detail in [36] ; the procedure is briefly summarized here. First, the 3D fiberglass fabric (3D-FGF) was impregnated with epoxy resin and cured under the same regime as followed in fabricating the FRP panel. Then, polyurethane foam was aspired into the hollow structure of the 3D-FGF and left to harden for at least 24 h. Lastly, the magnesium skins, whose surfaces were roughened by grit-blasting, cleaned with acetone, and air-dried, were bonded to the core using the same epoxy used in the fabrication of the glass fabrics. The entire assembly was cured under vacuum to ensure optimal bond among the constituents. The final thickness of the 3D-FML panel was measured as 5.4 mm. Figure 1 shows the 3D-FML in its three main fabrication phases.
It should be noted that in the case of aluminum specimens, the portion of the specimen that would come in contact with the GrindoSonic probe, was slightly abraded to generate minor roughness with the purpose of preventing the slippage of the probe during the vibratory motion of the beam. This was not necessary for the other specimens because the cutting procedure (used for extraction of the specimens from the panels) naturally induced rugosities. 
Testing and Analysis Procedures
The experimental apparatus for obtaining the vibration data, namely the GrindoSonic, is shown in Figure 2a , while the setup for determining the bending stiffness of the specimens is presented in Figure 2b . For the vibration analysis, the specimens were supported by two prismatically-shaped low-density foam to simulate the free-free boundary conditions. As mentioned in both the equipment manufacturer user-manual and NASA technical memorandum 104629 [28] , a light hammer with a stiff tip is to be used for exciting the specimens. Two excitation hammers were fabricated: one consisting of an aluminum ball attached to a thin aluminum rod, and the second one consisting of a steel ball attached to a thin wooden rod. Based on the preliminary tests, the steel-wood hammer proved to produce more consistent excitations in all specimen types. Therefore, all results reported in this paper were obtained by exciting the specimens with the steel-wood hammer.
The equipment includes a small, highly-sensitive probe, which is put into contact with the specimen at a short distance from one of the vibration-free nodes for detecting the oscillatory movement of a given specimen. It outputs a change in the electric potential proportional to the amplitude of the vibration generated by the oscillatory motion of the specimen. The signal is acquired by a GrindoSonic Model MK5i equipment (J.W. Lemmens, Leuven, Belgium), which automatically analyzes the transient response of the vibratory motion of the excited specimen and computes the frequency.
The natural frequency of the material is immediately and directly displayed by the GrindoSonic once a test (excitation) has been conducted. However, to be able to extract the damping ratio of a given material, one needs to capture the entire vibratory motion occurring as a result of the excitation. Therefore, the GrindoSonic was connected to a data-acquisition system and the National Instruments' Signal Express software was used to acquire and store the entire vibration data (using a sampling rate of 100 kHz). The information was later processed using a code written in LabVIEW environment, as will be described in Section 2.5.
To minimize the vibration measurement errors, the foam supports should be positioned at the vibration nodes of a given specimen (i.e., where the vibration amplitude is null). The location's distance, s, measured from each end of the specimen, which is associated with the fundamental flexural vibration mode of a homogeneous beam, can be established by the following equation [37] :
where L is the beam length. However, because most of the specimens used in the study are not homogeneous, finite element eigenvalue analysis was conducted to verify the position of the nodes for those specimens. It was shown that, for all specimens, the nodes were located at approximately 45 mm form each specimen's end, thus matching the analytical predictions. In addition, the results of our preliminary tests revealed that a misplacement of the support, even with a relatively large margin of 10-mm distance from the nodes, did not affect the measured frequencies. Therefore, the distance of 45 mm (measured from each end) was used for all specimens. Lastly, it is worth mentioning that each beam examined in this study was excited a minimum of seven times to obtain accurate average results. The bending stiffness of each specimen was evaluated by conducting a 3-point bending test using a MTS servo-hydraulic testing machine, equipped with digital electronic controller. The specimens were simply supported over a span of 190 mm and loaded at their mid-span quasi-statically until a mid-span deflection of 4 mm was reached. The force-deflection curve was directly recorded by the testing machine. Exception was made when testing the GLARE specimens because of their relatively very low thickness. Therefore, GLARE specimens were supported at a 90-mm span. 
Theoretical Basis for Evaluation of the Frequency and Damping Coefficient
Frequency
The frequency displayed by the GrindoSonic for each material type will be compared to frequency obtained from finite element analysis (FEA) and the available closed-form solution. Details regarding the finite element simulations will be provided in Section 2.6. The analytical equation is obtained following the procedure described by Kelly [38] , synthetized in this section. The governing equation of motion for a prismatic beam, free of loading, is as follows:
where v is the deflection of the beam, t is the time, x is the position along beam's span, µ is the mass per unit length, E is the modulus of elasticity, and I is the second moment of inertia of the cross-section. Considering only the stationary solution, the deflection can be expressed by the product of functions of the independent variables:
where X(x) and T(t) represent the parts of the solution for the deflection that depend only from the position along the beam and the time, respectively. They can be represented by the following mathematical expressions:
where f is the vibration frequency, µ = 2π f L 2 µ/(EI), and C 1, . . . ,4 and D 1,2 are constants determined using the boundary conditions. Limiting our study to free-free boundary conditions leads to the following analytical expression for evalu1ation the flexural frequency of the beam:
where f n is the nth vibration mode, L is the length of the beam, and γ n is a coefficient found numerically from the following equation, resulting from the solution of Equation (2), using Equation (3) and the free-free boundary conditions:
The above function has many roots; since we are only interested in the fundamental flexural frequency of the beam in this study, only the first value of γ n is computed (i.e., γ n = 4.73). Moreover, in order to apply the equation to laminated composite beams, the bending stiffness for a homogeneous beam, EI, is replaced by bD 11 , where b is the width of the beam, and D 11 is the bending stiffness per unit width of the laminate in the longitudinal direction. This leads to the following form of the equation used to theoretically estimate the fundamental flexural frequency ( f TH ) of a beam with a constant cross section, under free-free boundary conditions:
, with R = EI f or homogeneous beams bD 11 f or composite beams.
Damping Coefficient
Materials' damping characteristics plays an important role in controlling the response of structures subject to vibratory loading. The knowledge of damping coefficient enables the designers to simplify the need for otherwise complicated set of calculations. In other words, designers can convert a complex vibration analysis into a much simpler quasi-static analysis by amplifying the time-dependent loading applied to a given structure by knowing the value of material damping coefficient. Therefore, evaluation of this parameter is of paramount importance. Notwithstanding, the conventional methods of analysis for determining the damping coefficient are time-consuming, as it has been highlighted by Naghipour et al. [27] , where they discuss various techniques for evaluating the damping properties of E-glass fiber-reinforced glue-laminated beams. Therefore, identification of a more robust and simplified approach has been of interest to the authors [26, 30] . In addition, identification of a material that could offer optimal damping has also been a fundamental research objective to the authors for the past few years. Therefore, the methodologies followed to meet the objectives are briefly outlined here.
A time-dependent signal, x(t), representative of the damped vibratory motion of a system consists of an amplitude, A, varying sinusoidally over time. Given that the damping ratio of the system, ξ, is lower than the critical value ξ = 1, as it is the case in our study, the amplitude will decrease following an exponential curve, referred to as the envelope of the signal. A general representation of the signal and its envelope is given in Figure 3 . Mathematically, the signal can be written as:
where and ω D is the damped angular frequency of the system and φ is the phase angle (not relevant to our analysis). The following relationship can be used to relate the damped natural frequency to the undamped frequency, ω 0 :
Moreover, the terms appearing within the brackets in Equation (8) represent the envelope (i.e., the upper and lower bounds) of the signal. Therefore, it is possible to extract the damping coefficient from the signal by using the decremental logarithm technique (δ), over an oscillation period, T D , defined as the ratio between two consecutive maxima of the signal starting at the ith oscillation (see Figure 3) . Mathematically, δ can be presented by the following expression:
Combining Equations (8) and (10) yields the explicit relationship between the decremental logarithm and the damping coefficient, as:
Thus, given that T = 2π/ω D , and combining Equation (11) with Equation (8), one obtains the expression for calculating the damping coefficient:
Since the evaluation of the decremental logarithm will be done using the experimental data, one could attain more accuracy by conducting the evaluation over multiple oscillation periods instead of a single one. Therefore, a modified version of the decremental logarithm will be used in this study, which can be represented mathematically as:
where n refers to the number of considered periods. Subsequently, one can evaluate the damping parameter by using the following expression:
the mathematical operator · referring to the average of the quantity ·. The extraction of the decremental logarithm and calculation of the damping coefficient were automated via the use of an algorithm written in LabVIEW environment, as will be explained in the next section. 
Vibratory Data Extraction and Analysis
In this section, the procedure used to retrieve the desired information from the vibratory data obtained with the GrindoSonic is reported. For the sake of clarity, a summary of the procedure is provided in the flowchart illustrated in Figure 4 . As mentioned above, a simple experimental method to obtain the natural frequency of a beam is achieved by using the GrindoSonic testing equipment. The equipment software automatically calculates the time elapsed between two amplitude peaks of a vibration signal, starting from the time that corresponds to a decrease in signal's intensity, and outputs the frequency. The second methodology used to extract the natural frequency entailed the use of the entire vibration event data obtained for each tested specimen. More specifically, this was done by obtaining the power spectrum of the signal using LabVIEW's Spectral Measurements subroutine. This subroutine takes the signal produced by GrindoSonic as its input, performs a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of the signal, and outputs the amplitude for each frequency contained within the signal. Figure 5 illustrates a typical power spectrum of the signals corresponding to the FRP and 3D-FML specimens. As can be seen, the natural frequency is clearly visible from the graphs (i.e., the ones with the greatest amplitude). This frequency was then compared to the one obtained from the GrindoSonic, as will be reported in Section 3.1.
The second step of the analysis involved obtaining the signal envelope, from which the damping coefficient of the material could be calculated, for which an algorithm was developed in LabVIEW. First, a bandpass filter of ±30 Hz was applied to the portion of the signal in the vicinity of the natural frequency in order to remove most of the noise and obtain a smooth oscillating signal. Then, the envelope was extracted from the refined signal by incorporating the Hilbert transform of the signal, following the procedure described by Cheraghi et al. [26] . The Hilbert transform, H(t), entails the following operation:
In practical terms, the envelope is prescribed by the modulus of the complex number, whose real part contains the signal's amplitude, and its imaginary part includes the Hilbert transform of the signal. The extraction procedure was implemented in LabVIEW as per instructions provided by Yang et al. [39] . Typical results produced by the procedure are illustrated in Figure 6 . In the figure, the signals for FRP and 3D-FML, as well as their respective envelopes, are illustrated.
Lastly, the damping coefficient was estimated. Using the envelope, an algorithm coded in LabVIEW calculates the decremental logarithm of the signal over 50 oscillations, for all available successive points within the envelope, and then outputs the average damping factor, ξ, computed by Equation (14) . For each considered material, a cut-off value was designated, which established the period of time over which the decremental logarithm was calculated, so that a maximum number of tests could be analyzed with the same settings. For instance, since the damping coefficient of the aluminum alloy considered here is relatively very low compared to that of FRP and 3D-FML, a one-second signal duration could be considered for accurately extracting the material's damping coefficient. In comparison, only a 0.4 s long signal duration was used in calculating 3D-FML's damping coefficient, since this material has relatively much greater damping property. Notwithstanding, the intervention of the user was kept to a minimum in the process of isolating the portion of data that was included in the analysis, and for tuning the aforementioned parameters. The minimal user intervention contributes to reaching the maximum consistency and reliability of the results, as well as reducing the time required for the analysis to be performed. 
Finite Element Simulations
Various finite element models were constructed using the commercial software LS-DYNA in order to simulate the response of the beam specimens considered in this study. The purpose of the simulations was twofold: (i) to evaluate the precise location of vibration nodes prior to performing the vibration tests; and/or (ii) to assess the usability of the extracted data by conducting a simple and efficient numerical analysis. The models can be divided into two categories: homogeneous beams and composite beams. All specimens were modeled using 8-node 3D isoparametric elements, with reduced integration (type 1 in the software). Linear eigenvalue analysis was conducted to obtain the natural frequency of each material type specimen. Convergence analyses were carried out to establish the optimal mesh refinement with the aim of establishing acceptable accuracy of the results, yet maintaining the computational efficiency (see Figure 7) .
It should be noted that two approaches were used to analyze the FRP, 3D-FML, and GLARE beam specimens. The purpose was to determine whether one can attain accurate results by using the homogenized properties of the material systems, as opposed to modeling each ply or constituents individually, thereby minimizing the computation effort significantly. Therefore, in the first case, as was done for the case of aluminum beam specimens, the FRP, 3D-FML, and GLARE specimens were analyzed as homogenized beams by incorporating the homogenized properties that were established through the vibration frequency analysis (f HOM ). In other words, the various material layers and ply orientations were homogenized as a unique bulk material, represented by a unified modulus of elasticity and Poisson's ratio. In the second analysis scheme, all the plies were modeled using orthotropic properties (see the graphical representation in Figure 7b-d) . More specifically, the 12 layers of the FRP specimens, and in the case of the 3D-FML specimens, the 3D fiberglass fabric, magnesium skins and foam core, and aluminum and fiberglass layers of the GLARE specimens were all modeled individually. Further, because linear eigenvalue analysis was performed, perfect bond among all constituents forming these specimens was assumed; in other words, no tie or contact algorithms were used to connect various layers to one another.
From the material modelling perspective, a distinction between isotropic and orthotropic behavior was made to account for the effect of material anisotropy when applicable. In other words, the actual material properties, calibrated via authors' previous works and reported in the Appendix A, were used for the simulations, so that a reference frequency, f FE , could be obtained and used for comparison with the measured and analytically predicted frequencies. 
Results and Discussion
The results obtained from the analyses are presented in this section. In addition, some practical guidelines are provided to assist the evaluation of the vibration properties of other composite materials in an efficient and accurate manner. Note that each reported result is the average of at least seven tests conducted on specimens (i.e., 21 tests per material category).
Frequency Extraction
The accuracy of the fundamental frequency obtained by the GrindoSonic has been demonstrated by various authors [28, 30, 40] . However, as was also mentioned in NASA technical memorandum 104629 [28] , the GrindoSonic sometimes produces inaccurate values, especially in cases where: (i) excessive noise is generated by the user while imparting the excitation impulse to the specimen; and (ii) if the specimen is excited by tapping it at an incorrect location, which may cause the excitation of higher vibration modes of the specimen. The average values of the frequencies obtained from the GrindoSonic, for all tested materials, are reported in Table 1 . Note that the standard deviation was found to be less than 0.6% of the mean values; therefore, it is not reported in the table. It should also be noted that the GrindoSonic could not detect the fundamental frequency of GLARE specimens, but rather revealed an average frequency of 1675 Hz. This is close to the frequency corresponding to the 5th vibration mode of the material (i.e., 1654.49 Hz), found using FEA (refer to Section 3.3). Moreover, the 1st vibration mode frequency of 184.87 Hz obtained from the FEA is very close to 183.68 Hz frequency obtained from the power spectrum analysis of the complete vibration signal captured through GrindoSonic. It is postulated that perhaps the relatively very small depth-to-span aspect ratio of GLARE specimens is responsible for the gross discrepancy observed in the case of GLARE specimens. To corroborate the hypothesis, three GLARE specimens were bonded together to generate a thicker specimen, resulting in a total thickness of 4.44 mm. To ensure statistically reliability, a large number of trials (i.e., 18 trials) was conducted when exciting the specimens. The difference between the frequency displayed by the GrindoSonic and the one obtained using the power spectrum technique was decreased to a mere 0.12%, thus validating our hypothesis. Also reported in Table 1 are the percentages of the number of times erroneous values of the natural frequency were reported by the GrindoSonic, which could be due to the anomalies described above. In other words, the values represent the percentage of trials that the device's frequency reading did not match the frequency obtained by through post-processing (FFT) analysis of the same signal (in its totality). As can be seen, FRP specimens are the least sensitive (by a mere 2.8% discrepancy) to the anomalies that could affect the reported GrindoSonic's readings, follows by readings of 3D-FML (14.3%), aluminum with 48.9%, and lastly 100% discrepancy in the case of GLARE specimens, for the reason disclosed earlier. Neglecting this latter case (since the cause of the discrepancy was the low thickness-to-length ratio of the specimens), it appears that specimens having a greater metal content are more sensitive to noise. One may conclude that the precision of the results would be greater when GrindoSonic is used to evaluate the natural frequency response of composite materials in comparison to metallic materials.
Elastic Property Evaluation
From the obtained frequencies, the equivalent modulus of elasticity of the specimens were calculated and reported in Table 2 . The evaluation was done using GENEMOD, a software that accompanied the GrindoSonic. Based on the specimen dimensions, density (or mass), and fundamental vibration frequency, the software calculates and reports the equivalent elastic modulus. Note that a constant Poisson's ratio of 0.3 is considered by the software in the calculations. The software was originally developed based on formulation pertinent to homogeneous materials; therefore, material's inhomogeneity and anisotropy are not accounted for by the software. Thus, it is of interest to see its limitations in calculating the property of fiber-reinforced composites and even of the more complex hybrid composites, such as the 3D-FML considered in this study. For an unbiased comparison, the bending stiffness of the specimens was chosen as the comparison criterion. Therefore, the bending stiffness of the specimens evaluated through 3-point bending tests are compared to the bending stiffness values obtained using the equivalent modulus of elasticity reported by the software; the values are reported in Table 2 . Excellent agreement is found in results of the aluminum and GLARE (with the maximum discrepancy of 0.48%). Further, good agreement is observed when comparing the results for the FRP specimens (maximum discrepancy of 6.15%). This discrepancy is attributed to the relatively complex internal structure of the FRP, which seems to affect the vibratory response of the material-therefore resulting in a larger apparent stiffness. This issue is also believed to be the cause of the slightly greater discrepancy of 16.51% observed in the case of 3D-FML. In general, flexural stiffness is affected by any inhomogeneity in materials (i.e., voids, fiber/resin ratio, etc.). The complex distribution of fibers in the 3D glass constituent of the 3D-FML is believed to be responsible for the greater comparative discrepancies. It should be noted that the percent of vertical fiber content (the fibers that connect the two bi-axial fabrics of the 3D fiberglass fabric) could vary by an appreciable percent from one specimen to another. This is due to the fact that the specimens have a relatively narrow width, and they may contain varying volume of resin or voids in the vicinity of each group of vertical fibers. In addition, the injected foam may include non-uniform voids within the small cavities of the 3D-FML, which can also affect the material damping, especially when narrow (small size) specimens are considered. Those anomalies could therefore affect the resulting the vibratory response and hence the apparent stiffness by a considerable margin. In addition, Schultz and Tsai [41] reported that, for unidirectional fiberglass beams, the elastic modulus of the material obtained from vibration analysis was observed to be greater than the value obtained from the appropriate static testing by as much as 27% and as low as 7%. Therefore, it is believed that more accurate results could be obtained by accounting for the strain-rate dependency of the materials in the calculation of the equivalent elastic modulus using the natural vibration value. 
Integrity of the Results
The integrity of the equivalent modulus of elasticity values obtained through GrindoSonic for all the tested materials was evaluated by using them as an input in FEA models, and calculating the resulting frequency. These resulting different frequencies were compared with those obtained by GrindoSonic (f GS ) and the closed-form solution (f TH ). The results are reported in Table 3 , revealing that the GrindoSonic can capture the natural frequency of the tested specimens with good accuracy and reliability. Note that f FE is the frequency obtained by the finite element models for which properties of each constituent were provided explicitly, while f HOM refers to the model that used the homogenized elastic properties of the materials as its input (i.e., that obtained from the GrindoSonic, as reported in Table 2 ).
As seen in the case of aluminum, when the properties were provided explicitly, a maximum discrepancy of 0.42% was observed between the frequency values produced by GrindoSonic and FEA. On the other hand, when the homogenized elastic value (or the actual experimental value) was fed to the finite element code, the maximum discrepancy was reduced to 0.26%. This further enforces the effectiveness of GrindoSonic use to obtain accurate and reliable data. As can also be seen, the results produced for the other tested materials reveal that in all cases, the use of homogenized elastic properties as an input to the FE models (i.e., those obtained through the GrindoSonic) produced results with fewer discrepancies in comparison with the cases when each material's elastic properties were fed to the software, explicitly. The results further confirm the reliability of this testing technique when considering composite and hybrid materials with complex material configurations.
Moreover, as was mentioned earlier, the GrindoSonic was not able to capture the vibration frequency of the 1st mode for the GLARE specimens, but rather displayed a frequency of around 1675 Hz. Since the FEA results were demonstrated to be reliable, FEA was used to gain further understanding of the phenomenon that affects the frequency response of the GLARE considered in this study. In summary, as stated, the FE analysis predicted a vibration frequency of 1654.49 Hz for the 5th vibration mode. The complete vibration-history data, which was recorded by the GrindoSonic, was subsequently analyzed using a LabVIEW code. Processing of the signal revealed that a vast majority of the signal power was originated from a frequency around 184 Hz, which corresponds to the natural frequency of the GLARE specimen. Thus, this latter value is taken as a reference value for the calculation of the material properties and the finite element simulations. Note that in practical situations, where one does not have access to the complete vibration data of GLARE, the equivalent properties of GLARE cannot be obtained.
It should also be mentioned that discrepancies in the f FE vibration values could also be attributed to the possible errors involved in each evaluated mechanical property. It is observed that the more complex a given hybrid material's configuration, the greater would be the impact of the properties on the analysis' results. For instance, in the case of 3D-FML, evaluation of the individual constituent's mechanical properties would be an onerous task. Therefore, one can appreciate the utility of GrindoSonic and the minimal effort required in evaluating the equivalent properties of such hybrid composites.
Moreover, comparison of the frequencies reveals another interesting phenomenon, which is that discrepancies between the predicted values (obtained either numerically or analytically) are higher in the case of specimens that include dissimilar interfaces (e.g., magnesium/fiberglass interfaces in the case of 3D-FML, and aluminum/fiberglass interfaces in the case of GLARE). Further, more dissimilar layers' configuration apparently adversely affects the results (though this could be associated to the existence of voids and other inhomogeneities in various constituents, as described earlier). It, however, seems plausible that the interfaces could influence the vibration behavior of the beams. Nevertheless, even though FRP is a composite material, it does not have any bi-material interface at the macro-scale; in other words, all the plies are fused together during the curing process; therefore, no interface, as such, is generated. Therefore, further investigation into the influence of the interfaces may be warranted for optimizing the vibration response of such hybrid composites. 
Damping Coefficients
Another important material property that could be extracted from the vibration analysis is the damping coefficient of the materials. As expected, considering the foam-filled nature of the 3D-FML, this new hybrid composite material exhibited the best damping properties among the other materials. The damping response of 3D-FML is superior to that of aluminum, GLARE and FRP by 181%, 82%, and 23%, respectively. The immediate effect of the damping ratio on the global vibrational response is evidenced in the signals illustrated in Figure 8 , where a comparison between the FRP and 3D-FML vibration responses are reported. As can be seen, the ratio of 1.2 in damping exhibited by 3D-FML in comparison to FRP leads to a sensitive difference in the behavior, and it can be clearly seen how rapidly vibration of the 3D-FML specimen is attenuated. This renders this hybrid material a suitable material for use in systems that would be subjected to continuous vibration (for example, transportation vehicles). In addition, the selection of the infilling foam can be optimized to further enhance the material's damping characteristic. 
Effect of the Probe's Position
An investigation was carried out to examine the effect of location at which GrindoSonic's probe should be placed to attain most accurate readings. This issue takes importance when evaluating vibration characteristics of thick panels and panels made of dissimilar materials (such as the 3D-FML, and other sandwich composites). For that, tests were performed by varying the position of the probe along three different location within thickness of the panel (specifically, at locations corresponding to the elevations of the magnesium layer, FRP layer and mid-thickness of the core). Noting that a small variation in the recorded signal could be expected, to obtain acceptable statistical maximum reliability, 20 tests were conducted for measuring the signal at each location. Figure 9 shows the outcome of the tests. As can be seen, the measurements from the core produced the highest frequency, while the ones from the fiberglass layer produce the lowest; however, the percentage difference is of only 0.09%, which is negligible. Moreover, the standard deviation obtained from core measurements is also relatively smaller. This can be attributed to the minimal chances of slippage of the probe on the measuring surface because of the porous nature of the foam. Therefore, it is recommended to take GrindoSonic's measurement at the core section for a maximum reliability in the results, and conducting a small number of tests.
Effect of Specimen's Length
Finally, the influence of specimen's length on the equivalent elastic modulus of the 3D-FML is studied by performing vibration tests on 3D-FML specimens with various lengths. In addition to the 200 mm specimens that were used for conducting all above-mentioned tests, specimens with 150 mm-and 100 mm-lengths were also considered. As described in the previous sections, the elastic modulus of each specimen was evaluated by converting the natural frequency of the specimen obtained by the GrindoSonic equipment; the results are reported in Figure 10 . Contrary to what would be expected, the apparent average stiffness of the shorter specimens was lower than that observed for the longer specimens; in fact, compared to the 200-mm specimen, the 150-mm specimen resulted to be 5.95% less stiff, and the 100-mm one 12.04% less stiff. This is in concert with the results reported for the GLARE, in that the flexibility of the specimen influences the results' quality. This can also be an explanation of why the values of bending stiffness found using GrindoSonic's data resulted in being higher than the one measured by 3-point bending test (refer to Table 2 ). Therefore, it is of interest to further develop the understanding of the vibrational behavior of such composites for obtaining more accurate results. 
Conclusions
GrindoSonic (or sonic technique) was proved to be a reliable and accurate technique for establishing the vibration characteristics of various materials. The damping coefficients of aluminum, FRP, 3D-FML, and GLARE were measured and compared, revealing the superior damping capacity of the 3D-FML composite. Moreover, the results reported in this paper show that the equivalent material properties measured using this simple technique can be used to establish the flexural stiffness of a material system in an accurate and reproducible manner, regardless of the complex configuration of a given hybrid material. Finite element models were also developed to validate the accuracy of the findings and to show that the input of equivalent properties into FE models would lead to reliable results when simulating the dynamic response of materials. However, it was also shown that an excessively slender aspect ratio of a specimen causes an inaccurate frequency value to be reported by the GrindoSonic.
In addition, it is postulated that this technique could be used effectively and reliably to detect the presence of damage (e.g., fiber fracture, delamination, matrix cracking, longitudinal matrix splitting, debonding, and fiber pull-out) in a material system. In some of our other studies, we demonstrated how the change in vibration characteristics of a system can be used in conjunction with an effective signal processing technique (such as the Empirical Modal Decomposition), to reliably establish the presence and extent of damage, non-destructively [42] [43] [44] . Such a technique can also be used to identify difference in fiber properties, as each fiber used in composites are unique in their properties. Furthermore, the properties of the fibers vary based on the manufacturing methods and types, and these changes could be quantified using the impulse excitation technique. Our future work will focus on these important engineering challenges.
